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SUMMARY

Appellant Tyronn Clark (“Clark”) appeals the Unemployment Insurance

Appeal Board’s (“UIAB or the Board”) denial of his unemployment benefits alleging

a wrongful termination from Perdue Farms.  For the reasons set forth below, the

Board’s decision is AFFIRMED. 

FACTS

On November 11, 2008, Clark was hired by Perdue as an employee in Perdue’s

chicken de-boning department.  Clark was notified of Perdue’s policy on December

3, 2008. Perdue’s attendance policy prohibits employees from leaving the assembly

line or the plant’s premises without permission from a supervisor.  On December 31,

2008, Clark testified that he reported to work, experienced great pain his hands,

which included cramping and sharp pains shooting through both of them.  Clark

asked his supervisor if he could go to the plant’s on-site medical office for treatment.

He was escorted to the medical office where he received vitamins and aspirin. 

Clark testified that this treatment was ineffective, the sharp pains in his hands

continuing. Clark asked the supervisor if he could visit the medical office.  However,

it was closed. Clark clocked-out, and went home instead of notifying his supervisor.

He did not return to the product line that evening. 

On January 2, 2009, Clark returned to work with a note from his physician

excusing him from work until January 5.  He then presented a subsequent note

excusing him from work until January 9, when he was scheduled to see a specialist.

Perdue did not accept either note as excusing Clark’s previous conduct of walking off
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the production without notifying the supervisor. The appellant was terminated from

his position at Perdue Farms for leaving the job site without explanation. 

In accordance with Perdue’s policy, Clark was employed at Perdue on a

probationary basis,  due to his recent November 2008 start.   He was not permitted to

have any policy violations during this probationary period.  Before a Perdue

employee  can be terminated, a three day suspension must ensue to permit an

investigation to occur.  Once Clark left work on December 31, Perdue’s

representative testified that he was suspended pending termination.  Following that,

Perdue terminated Clark in accordance with the plant’s above-described policy.  

On July 14, 2009, an Appeals Referee for the Labor’s Division of

Unemployment Insurance Appeals reversed the claims deputy’s decision, which

previously found that, although Perdue had properly terminated Clark, he was entitled

to unemployment benefits. The Appeals Referee found that Clark left work without

notifying a supervisor, which he admitted during the hearing. Therefore, the Appeals

Referee found that Perdue had just cause to terminate him.

On November 17, 2009 the UIAB considered Clark’s appeal of the Appeals

Referee’s decision, affirming the denial of Clark’s claim for unemployment benefits.

The Board found that Perdue presented evidence that Clark’s conduct was wanton

and willful and satisfied the burden of proving that just cause existed to terminate

Clark. The Board noted that Clark did not dispute that he walked off the assembly

line without notifying a supervisor. This appeal followed. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW
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The scope of review of findings of the Unemployment Insurance Appeal Board

is limited to a determination of whether there was substantial evidence sufficient to

support the Board’s findings.1  Substantial evidence is defined as “such relevant

evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.”2

On appeal, the court does not weigh evidence, determine questions of credibility, or

make its own factual findings.3   If there is substantial evidence and no mistake of

law, the Board’s decision must be affirmed.4

Pursuant to 19 Del. C. § 3314(2)5, an employee is ineligible to receive

unemployment benefits if he or she has been terminated for just cause.6  The term

“just cause” is defined as a “willful or wanton act in violation of either the employer’s

interests, or of the employee’s duties, or of the employer’s expected standard of
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conduct.”7  Willful or wanton conduct is “that which is evidenced by either conscious

action, or reckless indifference leading to a deviation from established and acceptable

workplace performance.”8  Just cause exists where “an employee has violated an

employer’s policy or rule, particularly where the employee received prior notice of

the rule through a company handbook or other documentation.”9 

DISCUSSION

On March 16, 2010, Clark, pro se, filed this appeal listing four reasons as his

basis for the appeal:(1) Perdue lied about why he was terminated; (2) Perdue refused

to accept his doctor’s notes explaining his absence; (3) he was dismissed while on

medical leave; and (4) the decision was improperly overturned after he was receiving

benefits with no evidence from Perdue Farms. 

In his opening brief, Clark contends that the Board did not have substantial

evidence to deny his claim for unemployment benefits, and, that Perdue lacked just

cause for the termination. Clark argues that he did notify his supervisor, who has

since been terminated merely not at the specific time, before he left the assembly line

on December 31. Furthermore, Clark argues that his doctor’s notes were sufficient
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justification to support his absence.  Finally, Clark contends that the Board did not

fairly consider all of the evidence.  Perdue Farms contends that the UIAB had

substantial evidence to support its decision denying Clark’s claim for unemployment

benefits based upon the finding that Clark was terminated for just cause.

 This Court  uses a two-prong test in determining whether termination for

failing to follow a policy constitutes just cause.  First, whether a policy existed, and

if so, what conduct was prohibited under the policy.  Second,  whether the employee

was apprised of the policy, and, if so, how was he made aware.10  Knowledge of a

company policy can be established by evidence of a written policy, such as an

employer’s handbook or by previous warning of objectionable conduct.11

CONCLUSION

In the case at hand, the Board found that Perdue had an attendance policy of

which Clark was aware.  This attendance policy included a clause that an employee

was not permitted to walk off the premises or the assembly line without permission.

The Board based its decision on the finding that Clark did, in fact, walk off the

assembly line and the premises without notifying his supervisor.  The record supports

this finding. In fact, it is supported by the testimony of the Appellant. The issues

Clark raises are not sufficient to demonstrate that the Board lacked evidence to deny

his unemployment benefits.  The UIAB did not err in denying Clark unemployment
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benefits, because the decision is supported by substantial evidence. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Board’s decision is AFFIRMED. 

SO ORDERED this 27th day of January, 2011.

          /s/ Robert B. Young                        
J.

RBY/sal
oc: Prothonotary
cc: Opinion Distribution
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